
Why Plan

DUE DILIGENCE - In simple terms, plan to protect yourself,  corporate shareholders and directors

from potential litigation, civil, or at worst criminal lawsuit in the event of a serious injury or death 

occur as a result of building emergency incident. 

How do you go about achieving due diligence? 

Comply with the law and codes, adhere to industry best practices and ensure your actions are documented; 

you have a much stronger defense when your actions are in writing. 

Where should you start?  

Find and work with a reputable company that specializes in building fire and life safety planning and can provide you

the necessary guidance and support to develop your building fire and life safety program policy.  Do not attempt to 

underwrite emergency plans yourself unless you are an expert in the field and willing to assume responsibility and 

potential liability.

What are some important factors to consider in selecting a company to work with?

As an owner or authorized agent representing the owner it is important for you to understand it is your 

responsibility to comply with the provisions of the code and your corporate policy.  Tracking, documenting and 

keeping records is an absolute must should you wish to mitigate risk and liability. If you understand the why and 

carry out the provisions of the code and policy, you will only then effectively improve the safety of all building 

staff, employees and visitors in your buildings. 

How many years of experience do they have in facility emergency planning and is it their core speciality or     

main business?

X 

XDo they offer their services nationally (important to establish corporate planning continuity and policy)?

XDo they develop building emergency plans in compliance to the local authority having jurisdiction?

XDo they offer and provide professional instructor-led training for their plans?

XDo they provide a life time maintenance program to support plans and all other related items e.g. 

      evacuation signage, manuals etc. 

 Most importantly, do they offer a proven method or system to implement and manage due diligence?   X
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